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CASE CLOSURE
STYLES

A-style cases have full-length piano type
hinging attaching the lid to the lower
case.
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Applications are lighter weight items
that are easily removed from the
case, i.e; small instruments,
Case monitors, and devices with
Height handles on top.
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Applications are heavier weight
items that are not easily lifted
from the case, i.e; larger
instruments, monitors, and
Case
Height devices with no handles on top.
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Twist catches, both front and rear,
provide positive lid closure when
case is closed.

CS-style cases (clam-shell) have a two part lid
design. Your equipment is placed in a tray with
an evenly split lid. Each lid half loads onto case
lower section from the top or from the side.
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.
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(removable) Applications are heavy weight
Lids
items that are not easily lifted
from the case or for items
with enough height to
preclude a B3 or B4 style.
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Twist catches, both front,
rear & top, provide positive
lid closure when closed.

Lid

Applications are heavier
weight items or combinations
of components thatneed front
& rear loading or access. This
style adapts well for partitioned
compartments for front control
and rear component cabling.
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FF-style cases have removable
front & rear lids.
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Applications are heavier weight
items or combinations of components that need front loading
or access. This style adapts
well for multiple drawers, partitioned compartments for components or roll-in ramp loading of
large, components. Twist
catches on one side and fulllength hinge on the other provide
lid closure when case is closed.
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E4-style cases have a hinged front
lid. Hinging is typically on the
left side of case.
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CM

CM-style cases also have a pull-overclamp-on lid design. Your equipment
is placed in a tray with an equal-height
lid that slips over the top.
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Mechanical catches, typically
two per side, provide positive
lid closure when case is closed.
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Twist catches, both front and rear,
provide lid closure when case is closed.
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Applications are heavier weight
items or combinations of
components that need front
loading or access. This style
adapts well for multiple
drawers or partitioned
compartments for components.
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ASU

Applications are heavier weight
items that are not easily lifted
from the case, i.e; larger instruCase ments, monitors, and items with
Height no handles on top or for items
that need to operate within the case.
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E3-style cases have a removable front lid.
Case
Section

Metal id-stays or webbed straps
provides lid support when case
is open. Twist catches provide
positive closure when closed.

B3 or B4-style cases have a pull-overclamp-on lid design. Your equipment is
placed in a shallow (B3 is 3" high and
B4 is 4" high) tray and a higher lid
is slipped over the top.
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Applications are lighter weight
items that are easily removed
Case from the case, i.e; small instruHeight ments, monitors, and devices
with handles on top. Twist
catches, both front & rear, provide
positive lid closure when case
Case
Depth is closed.
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D3-style cases have a fully
removable 3" height lid. This style is
essentially identical to our A-style
case, except the lid has no hinge
& is removable.

Twist catches, typically two per
side, provide positive lid
closure when case is closed.

X-style cases have a removable,
telescopic lid that overlaps the
cases lower section.
Applications are large items that
typically lay flat in the case.
This style adapts well for graphic
panels, exhibit panels and
modules or multiple light weight
Case items that are easily lifted
Height
from case interior. Webbed
straps and steel buckles
provide positive lid closure when
case is closed.

